Legal notice

Details in accordance with § 5 TMG:

ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH

Zum Gerlen 17
D-66131 Saarbrücken
Germany

Phone: +49 6893 - 96 38 750
Fax: +49 6893 - 96 38 758
E-mail: info [at] asg.aero

Managing Director: Lutz Schindler

Registration: Amtsgericht Saarbrücken HRB 18751
VAT number in accordance with §27 a VAT Tax Act: DE 271959232

Responsible for content in accordance with § 55 section 2 RStV:
Lutz Schindler
Zum Gerlen 17
D-66131 Saarbrücken
Germany

DISCLAIMER

By using the online pages from http://www.asg.aero, you accept the following disclaimer:

Content of the website

Information available on-line from http://www.asg.aero is compiled and maintained with great care and to the best of our knowledge. Despite this, however, no guarantee is made that the information provided is completely error-free, exhaustive, up-to-date and available at all times. No liability is assumed for any damages, direct or indirect, material or goodwill, arising from the use or non-use of the information provided. The user assumes sole risk for the use, unless incorrect information was made available deliberately or through gross negligence. ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH reserves the explicit right to change, amend and delete parts of the pages or the entire site, or to cease publication partially or completely, without separate notification.

External references and links

Links to other Internet sites are also provided online by ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH in addition its own information. ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH has no control over the content and design of other Internet sites. Links to other sites are in no way an indication of endorsement, support or acceptance of the content held there. In fact, it is the policy of ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH to distance itself explicitly from content and design of externally linked Internet sites. The authors of these pages assume sole responsibility for information, expressions of opinion and claims contained within these pages. ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH assumes no
liability in this regard.

Copyright and trademark law

It is the intent http://www.asg.aero to comply with all copyrights of any graphics, sound documents, video sequences and text used in all publications, to use graphics, sound documents, video sequences and text created in-house, or to revert to graphics, sound documents, video sequences and text in the public domain. All trademarks and hallmark mentioned and protected (also by third parties) in the web site are subject non-conditionally to the regulations of the applicable trademark law and the ownership rights of the respective owner registered. From mere mentioning alone, the conclusion should not be drawn that trademarks are not protected by third-party rights. The copyright for published work created in-house remains solely with http://www.asg.aero. Duplication or use of such graphics, sound documents, video sequences and text in other electronic or printed publications is not permitted without express permission from ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH.

Legal validity

This disclaimer is part of the http://www.asg.aero web site. Wherever individual wording or parts of this text do not, no longer or no longer fully comply with the applicable legal position, remaining parts of the document remain unaffected in content and validity.

Copyright ASG Aviation Solutions GmbH. All rights reserved.